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Abstract—Network on chip is an emerging interconnection paradigm
to address the scalability of traditional bus architecture. Time-critical
systems need the capability to control packet delays in a network on-chip.
The inflexibility and/or non-composability reduce the scalability of several
proposed real-time service approaches for hard real-time networks on-
chip.

In the era of “dark silicon” when large portions of multicore chips
are turned off to save energy and control temperature, the incremental
deployment capability of applications is crucial. In incremental deploy-
ment, application components are turned on and off. For time-critical
applications, these components need to be composable in the sense that
new incoming applications should not affect the behaviors of existing
applications.

In this paper, we propose a composable and flexible work-conserving
packet scheduling discipline for hard real-time networks on chip. Our
scheduling discipline employs an earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduler,
which reduces average packet delays by 80% in comparison with a
previous non-work-conserving EDF scheduling discipline running on the
same 8×8 network with various popular traffic patterns. Our proposed
scheduling discipline provides guaranteed service without sacrificing high
consistent average performance. We also derive sufficient buffer sizes for
our scheduling discipline. However, our scheduling discipline incurs a
reasonable communication overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of multicore architectures poses a question to the real-
time community about how to exploit the power of multicore systems
in modern critical, real-time systems such as aircraft control, medical
devices. Deploying real-time applications on uniprocessor systems
is hard; it is even much harder on multicore systems due to the
complicated interference between applications running in parallel.
Analyzing temporal behaviors of real-time applications on multicore
machines is not an easy task, because, besides the computational
timing uncertainty due to the cache and memory systems, multicore
machines also have communication interference between cores.

A. Temporal Isolation

One approach is to design temporally analyzable real-time systems,
in the sense that if we have a set of applications, we can analyze their
worst-case execution times (WCETs) [20], [3], [4]. Dark silicon [7]
presents a challenge to such an approach because future multicore
systems could be composed of thousands of cores, where applications
come and go, and cores are turned on and off to save power. Estimat-
ing the WCETs of all applications at a time is no longer sufficient.
Real-time applications need incremental deployment capabilities.

Multicore interconnection infrastructures play an important role
in answering the above question. The communication infrastructures
need the capability to temporally isolate real-time flows such that
new incoming real-time flows of new real-time applications do not
affect the packets’ worst-case end-to-end delays of existing real-time
applications. In other words, real-time flows need to be composable.
We set this as the design goal for our packet scheduling discipline
developed in this paper.

B. Motivating Example

Networks on chip are an emerging scalable interconnection
paradigm. However, devising a scalable guaranteed service discipline
for this interconnection paradigm is a challenging problem. We
identify the two following major factors influencing the scalability
of a guaranteed service discipline: composability and flexibility.

1) Composability: To demonstrate the notion of composability as
proposed in [11], let us take the scenario in Figure 1. In the figure,
the dark region represents cores that are turned off. Now, suppose
that a new real time application arrives residing in PE5 and PE14.
The new real-time application needs a real-time flow, say the red one.
This incoming flow might affect the worst-case end-to-end delays of
the two existing flows in the network, orange and blue ones because
it directly interferes with the orange flow through the shared link
between node 6 and node 10; as a consequence, it indirectly interferes
with the traffic of the blue flow via the orange flow. This behavior is
not desirable because if adding a new flow would change the worst
case packet end-to-end delays of other existing real-time flows in a
network, we would need to recertify running real-time applications.
Recertifying running applications at runtime is difficult and possibly
unsafe. In this context, the static priority packet scheduling discipline
proposed by Shi [23] is not composable. This is because, similarly
to the above general case, adding the red real-time flow will affect
the end-to-end delay of the orange one directly through their shared
link between node 6 and node 10 if the priority of the red flow is
higher than that of the orange one. In addition, it would also affect
the end-to-end packet delay of the blue flow indirectly through the
orange flow.

Non-composable guaranteed service disciplines make it difficult
to incrementally deploy real-time applications because they require
global arrangements of all applications in parallel real-time systems at
a time. As a consequence, the scalability of parallel systems suffers.

2) Flexibility: The designers of the Æthereal guaranteed service
network on-chip architecture are aware of the composability issue and
tackle it by using a TDMA packet scheduling scheme [9]. However,
Æthereal’s composability comes at a price of flexibility because
Æthereal requires global slot scheduling schemes to avoid packet
collisions at intermediate links. The inflexibility caused by global
slot scheduling schemes would greatly reduce the scalability of a
parallel system, as it is not easy to find suitable slots to avoid packets
collisions at intermediate links. It is also questionable whether such
parallel systems could be deployed incrementally in the presence of
global slot scheduling schemes.

With the composable and flexible design criteria in mind, in
this paper, we propose a packet scheduling discipline that is more
composable and flexible than the existing ones that we discussed. By
tackling both the composability and flexibility issues altogether, our
guaranteed service packet scheduling discipline is more scalable.

In this paper, we make three main contributions:
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Fig. 1. Problems with adding/removing real-time flows

• We advocate for composable and flexible real-time packet
scheduling policies as important design criteria for future large-
scale parallel real-time systems.

• We propose a work-conserving EDF packet scheduling scheme
that reduces average packet delays by 80% in comparison
with previous the non-work-conserving EDF packet scheduling
scheme without substantial new hardware requirements. The
application of average packet delay reduction is that, although
the main goal of designing real-time systems is to make their
WCETs analyzable, it would still be beneficial that real-time
systems run as fast as possible, so that if they finish their work
early, they could be put to sleep to save energy if their future
invocations are far enough in the future.

• We derive sufficient buffer sizes for our packet scheduling
discipline, something that has not been done in the previous
work [23], [28], [16].

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we will briefly review network on-chip basics, real-
time traffic models and packet timing schemes.

A. Networks on Chip

Networks on chip are packet-switch networks. Packets in networks
on-chip are segmented into smaller units called flits, standing for flow
control units. This feature allows sending packets gradually flit by
flit. As a consequence, packet scheduling is flit-preemptable. In this
paper, we assume a similar router arbitration model to that in [23]
shown in Figure 2.

In the router arbitration model, flits of packets of each flow are
put into one single separate buffer, called a virtual channel (VC),
when they arrive at an input port of a router. Each packet is assigned
a deadline at each router. The arbitration unit of routers employs a
preemptive Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling. For each output
link, at any instant of time, a flit of the packet with closest deadline
is chosen to forward to the next router.

B. Traffic Model

We assume a traffic model for real-time flows similar to the one
used in [23]. Each real-time flow f is characterized by a tuple
(sf , df , T f , Sf ), where sf and df are the addresses of the source
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Fig. 2. Router arbitration model

and the destination of flow f respectively. T f is the minimum packet
interval between two successive packets of the flow at its source. Sf

is the maximum packet size in terms of flits for all packets of flow
f . We then denote Cf

l = transmitl(S
f ), where transmitl(s)

is the function determining the amount of time used to transmit a
packet of size s through link l. Finally, similarly to [23], we also
assume that each real-time flow f has its own VC at each router it
traverses.

C. Packet Timing

A packet is said to arrive at a hop when all of its flits arrive at that
hop. We call ap

h the arrival time of packet p at hop h. The maturation
time of a packet p at hop h is denoted as mp

h is the latest time for
the packet p to arrive at hop h, in other words mp

h = sup ap
h. Finally,

a packet p departs a hop h when all of its flits are forwarded. We
call dph the departure time of packet p at hop h.

As we are using an EDF scheduler, let Dp
h be the deadline to

completely forward packet p at hop h. As a packet could depart
before its deadline, we denote jitter jph as the amount of time packet



Parameter Description
T f Minimum interval between two successive packets

of flow f at its source
Sf Maximum packet size in terms of flits for all packets

of flow f
transmitl(s) Function determining the amount of time used

to transmit a packet of size s through link l

Cf
l transmitl(S

f )
aph Arrival time of packet p at hop h
mp

h Maturation time of packet p at hop h
eph Time packet p is eligible for forwarding at hop h
jph Jitter of packet p at hop h
Dp

h Deadline of packet p at hop h
dph Departure time of packet p at hop h

bfh Delay bound of packets of flow f at hop h
Ph1→h2

Propagation time from hop h1 to hop h2

dxe Ceiling value of x
x+ is equal to x if x ≥ 0; 0 otherwise

TABLE I
PARAMETERS AND SYMBOLS

p departs before its deadline at hop h:

jph = Dp
h − dph (1)

III. FLEXIBLE AND COMPOSABLE REAL-TIME PACKET

SCHEDULING DISCIPLINES

Our goal is to come up with a new packet scheduling discipline
that is more flexible than Æthereal and more composable than Shi’s
packet scheduling discipline. The main idea is that at each hop in
a network, delays of packets of a flow are bounded by a value, and
that value cannot be affected by packets of later incoming real-time
flows as is the case in Shi’s scheduling mechanism. We will show
that this could be done by employing a preemptive EDF scheduler,
described below.

A. EDF Non-Work-Conserving Scheduling Discipline

Our final goal is to come up with a work-conserving packet
scheduling discipline, where available packets are forwarded even
if they are not yet mature whenever outgoing links are idle. As a
result, work-conserving disciplines have lower average packet delays
in comparison with its non-work-conserving discipline counterpart,
where packets might be held at sending hops even when outgoing
links are idle. However, we will first begin with a non-work-
conserving discipline and later, we will derive a work-conserving
discipline from the results of the non-work-conserving discipline.
We employ the following delay jitter control non-work-conserving
discipline.

1) Delay Jitter Control: We employ the delay jitter control mech-
anism proposed in [25]. We will then prove that our scheduling
discipline is still valid without the delay jitter control mechanism.

The delay jitter control mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3. A
packet p will be kept at a waiting queue of a router when it arrives
earlier than its arrival deadline at the router. In delay jitter control,
only mature packets are eligible for scheduling to be forwarded to
their next routers:

eph = mp
h (2)

where eph is the time packet p is eligible for forwarding at hop h
and mp

h is the maturation time of packet p at hop h. The following
equation shows how the maturation time of a packet is computed at
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Fig. 3. Delay jitter control mechanism

each hop h:
mp

h = ap
h + jph−1 (3)

where (h−1) represents the previous hop of hop h. ap
h is the arrival

time of packet p at hop h. jph−1 is the amount of time packet p
departs hop (h− 1) before its deadline at the hop.

The above delay jitter control scheme is used to keep intervals
between successive packets of a flow at any intermediate hops
unchanged from the intervals of the packets at the flow’s source.

2) Preemptive EDF Scheduling: As wormhole flow control allows
sending packets sent flit-by-flit, we could employ a preemptive packet
scheduling scheme similarly to the one used in [23]. However, we
use an EDF scheduler instead of a static priority one.

In our EDF scheduling scheme, the deadline Dp
h of a packet p of

a flow f at a hop h is equal to the maturation time mp
h of the packet

at hop h plus the delay bound bfh of all packets of flow f at that hop:

Dp
h = mp

h + bfh,∀p ∈ f (4)

Further, suppose that the propagation time for flits from a previous
hop h − 1 to a next hop h remains the same for all flits, and is
denoted by Ph−1→h; then:

ap
h = dph−1 + Ph−1→h (5)

where ap
h is the arrival time of packet p at hop h and dph−1 is the

departure time of packet p at hop (h− 1).
From equations (1)(3)(4) and (5), we have:

mp
h = ap

h + jph−1

= dph−1 + Ph−1→h + jph−1

= Dp
h−1 + Ph−1→h

= mp
h−1 + bfh + Ph−1→h (6)

Substitute equation (6) recursively to get:

mp
h = mp

0 +

h−1∑
i=0

bfi + P0→h (7)

Equation (7) implies that the intervals between maturation times of
successive packets remains unchanged at intermediate hops if no
packet misses its deadline at its previous hops.

Further, from (4) and (7), the deadline becomes:

Dp
h = mp

0 +

h∑
i=0

bfi + P0→h (8)



3) Practical Packet Deadline Assignment: Note that in both
equations (4) and (8), packet deadlines are computed through other
parameters that might not be available at intermediate hops. It is
beneficial to have a packet deadline assignment mechanism where
deadlines are computed based on local parameters available at each
hop. This is done as follows.

Suppose that whenever a packet departs a hop, its jitter at the hop
is included in the packet. Now, from equations (3) and (4), we can
compute deadline Dp

h of packet p directly from local parameters such
as its arrival time at hop h and its jitter jph−1 is included in p when
it departs the previous hop (h− 1)1. The delay bound bfh is:

Dp
h = ap

h + jph−1 + bfh (9)

Please note that equation (9) also holds for the work-conserving
packet scheduling discipline in Section III-B below.

4) General Delay Bound Scheduling: The above framework allows
us to start with the baseline scheduling algorithm by Zheng and
Shin [28].

Theorem 1: (Zheng and Shin) A set of flows f =
(T f , Sf , bfh), f = 1, 2, . . . , n at hop h are schedulable over a
link l under the preemptive deadline policy if and only if both of
the following conditions hold:

•
∑n

f=1

C
f
l

Tf ≤ 1.
• ∀t ∈ S,

∑n
f=1d(t− bfh)/T

fe+Cf
l ≤ t

where S =
⋃n

f=1 S
f , Sf = {bfh + nT f : n = 0, 1, . . . ,

b(tmax − bfh)/T
fc} and tmax = max{b1h, b2h, . . . , bnh,

(
∑n

f=1(1− bfh/T
f )Cf

l )/(1−
∑n

f=1 C
f
l /T

f )}.
where dxe+ = n if n−1 ≤ x < n, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . and dxe+ = 0 for
x < 0. T f is the minimum interval between two successive packets
of flow f at its source. Sf is the maximum packet size in terms of flits
for all packets of flow f . transmitl(s) is the function determining
the amount of time used to transmit a packet of size s through link
l. Cf

l = transmitl(S
f ).

Theorem 1 might not be as complicated as it looks. The key idea
of the theorem is that it makes sure the amount of arrived traffic of
all flows going through a link is not larger than service capability of
the link by checking the condition

∑n
f=1d(t− bfh)/T

fe+Cf
l ≤ t at

a set of representative time points S. It is proved in [28] that those
points are sufficient and necessary. We will use an example from [28]
to illustrate the main ideas of the theory.

Example 1: Consider three flows at hop h being scheduled on
link l: f1 = (T f1

h , Cf1
l , bf1h ) = (10, 2, 5), f2 = (T f2

h , Cf2
l , bf2h ) =

(8, 4, 8), f3 = (T f3
h , Cf3

l , bf3h ) = (13, 3, bf3h ). Now, we will use
Theorem 1 to check the schedulability of two cases bf3h = 9 and
bf3h = 8.

Solution: The first condition:
3∑

i=1

Cfi
l

T fi
= 0.95 < 1

For bf3h = 9, we compute tmax = 35. Then S1 =
{5, 15, 25, 35}, S2 = {8, 16, 24, 32}, S3 = {9, 21, 33} and
S = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3. Now we check the condition

∑3
i=1d(t −

bfih )/T fie+Cfi
l ≤ t for all points t ∈ S and see that the condition

is satisfied. Therefore, the three flows are schedulable on link l with
bf3h = 9.

1This jitter information is the communication overhead of this delay jitter
control mechanism. As jitters are bounded by the worst-case end-to-end delays
of real-time flows and the worst-case end-to-end delays are supposed to be
small, we postulate that 8 to 10 bits in tail flits of packets are enough to
forward jitter information.

When bf3h = 8 ⇒ tmax = 40. Then S1 = {5, 15, 25, 40}, S2 =
{8, 16, 24, 32, 40}, S3 = {8, 20, 32} and S = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3. At
t = 8 ∈ S,

∑3
i=1d(t − bfih )/T fie+Cfi

l = 9 > t = 8, therefore,
three links cannot be scheduled over the link with bf3h = 8.

5) Simplified Delay Bound Scheduling: The general delay bound
scheduling might be expensive to check; for example, when the
utilization of a link is close to 1, the number of representative points
could become very large. Accordingly, routing a flow across multiple
highly-utilized links could become highly expensive, as a routing
procedure would require at least a polynomial number of times to
test the conditions in Theorem 1. Notice that in Theorem 1, if we
are able to set bfh = T f under the permission of some applications,
the above theorem becomes the EDF schedulability theorem in the
well-known work by Liu and Layland [17]. The following theorem is
directly adapted from Theorem 7 in [17], where deadlines consist of
run-ability constraints only; i.e. each task must be completed before
the next request for it occurs.

Theorem 2: (Liu and Layland) For a given set of m flows, the
deadline driven scheduling algorithm is feasible if and only if:

m∑
f=1

Cf
l

T f
≤ 1 (10)

6) Multihop Delay Bound: The scheduling scheme in the previous
section is for single hop, however, a path of a flow is composed of
several nodes. We will prove that our scheduling mechanism can
maintain multihop delay bounds.

Theorem 3: If all packets arrive on time for scheduling at a router
to be forwarded to the next router on a link l, and the delay jitter
control mechanism is applied, then no packet will miss its deadline
when Theorem 1 is satisfied.
Proof : Because a packet has to completely depart a router when
the next packet of the same flow becomes mature, each flow has at
most one packet eligible for scheduling at any time. By applying the
Theorem 1, no packet will miss its deadline at a router. �

Theorem 4: If for all links l in a network the conditions of
Theorem 1 are satisfied, and all flows honor their declared traffic
models (T f , Sf ), then no packet will miss its deadline at any router.

Proof : No packet arrives early at its initial router because of its
flow traffic model. By induction using Theorem 3, no packet will
miss its deadline at its next router, therefor no packet will miss its
deadline at its final destination. �

B. EDF Work-Conserving Scheduling Discipline

The scheduling discipline presented in the previous sections is not
work-conserving. This section is used to present a work-conserving
scheduling discipline based on the previous non-work-conserving
discipline. In this work-conserving discipline, packets are eligible
for forwarding even if they are not yet mature.

The motivation for coming up with a work-conserving discipline is
because implementing a circuit for keeping non-mature packets in the
non-work-conserving discipline could be expensive; e.g. it requires
more counters to know when packets become mature. The non-work-
conserving discipline also results in larger average packet delays that
can hinder possible optimization as discussed in Section I-B.

However, we could relax the scheduling policy to make it a work-
conserving discipline that can reduce average packet delays. While
traditional work-conserving service disciplines would require that
intermediate routers maintain counters for each flow [27], our new
packet scheduling scheme could dispense with flow counters as long
as routers maintain a minimal buffer requirement for each of its flows.



The main modification of this work-conserving discipline from the
non-work-conserving discipline in previous sections is that a packet
p becomes eligible for forwarding immediately when it arrives even
though it is not mature yet, eph = ap

h. Readers can compare with
equation (2) to see the difference.

The following theorem proves that, the modification will not
change the end-to-end packet delay bound of a flow.

Theorem 5: If a work-conserving EDF scheduler is used, the
deadline of a packet at a hop is set using equation (8), and all real-
time flows honor their declared traffic models then no packet will
miss its deadline.
Proof : We prove this by contradiction. Suppose p is the first packet
to miss its deadline at a hop h because of packet congestion over its
outgoing link l. Let [t̂, t̂+L) be the busy period2 of length L during
which p misses its deadline. Further, let {pi} be the set of packets
waiting for forwarding over link l during the period [t̂, t̂ + L). We
can see that:

mpi
h ≥ api

h ≥ t̂ and mp
h ≥ ap

h ≥ t̂ (11)

Note that these are the maturation and arrival times at hop h when
the work-conserving discipline is use. We also have:

Dpi
h ≤ Dp

h = t̂+ L ∀pi (12)

transmitl(size(p)) +
∑
i

transmitl(size(pi)) > L (13)

where transmitl(s) is the function determining the amount of time
used to transmit a packet of size s through link l.

Let us consider the same packet trace sent through the network,
where, now instead packets are scheduled using the non-work-
conserving discipline that we describe in the previous sections.
Note that now packets are scheduled using the non-work-conserving
discipline, packet p will not miss its deadline at hop h anymore. As
a result, the same set of packets {pi} with the non-work-conserving
discipline cannot cause p to miss its deadline at hop h.

Note that the maturation time of a packet x at hop h is the same for
both work-conserving and non-work-conserving disciplines because
packet x’s deadline at hop h is the same, and the maturation time
can be inferred from the deadline based on equation (4). As for the
non-work-conserving discipline, exh = mx

h for a packet x, combining
with (11), we see that the eligible times for packets {pi} and p are
at least t̂:

epih ≥ t̂ and eph ≥ t̂ (14)

Furthermore, note that all packets {pi} and p still have the same
deadlines as in the case using the work-conserving discipline, and as
a result, from (12) (14), we see that packets {pi} and p have to be
sent during the period [t̂, t̂+ L). However equation (13) shows that
the total traffic of {pi} and p exceeds the capacity of the link during
the period [t̂, t̂+L). As a result, at least one of the packets {pi} or
p has to miss its deadline. This contradicts the fact that no packet
can miss its deadline at hop h when the non-work-conserving packet
scheduling discipline is used. �

C. Augmented EDF Work-Conserving Scheduling Discipline

The work-conserving discipline in the previous section requires
that only packets arriving entirely are eligible forwarding although
this requirement incurs additional waiting delays on packets. This
requirement is because the deadline Dp

h of packet p is computed
from jitter jph−1 as in equation (9) and jitter jph−1 is not available

2The link is idle before t̂ and after t̂+ L.

when packet p has not entirely arrived at hop h. When deadline Dp
h

cannot be computed, packet p cannot be eligible for scheduling.
However, we still can relax the requirement using an augmented

EDF work-conserving scheduling algorithm to further reduce average
packet delays. The scheduling algorithm has two steps in each clock
cycle: 1) If there are entirely arrived packets, forward the top flit
of the arrived packet with the closest deadline; 2) If no packet has
fully arrived, choose any available flit of an arbitrary partially arrived
packet to forward.

Note that this augmented scheduling algorithm does not allow non-
fully-arrived packets to interfere with fully arrived packets, therefore
Theorem 5 still holds. In Section VI-C, this augmented scheduling
algorithm could result in significant improvements.

IV. SUFFICIENT BUFFER SIZE ESTIMATION

Our previous scheduling policies assume that VCs have enough
buffer space for each flow at each router so that packets are forwarded
immediately without the need for waiting for buffer space. This
assumption is generally not true in networks on-chip, because routers
in networks on-chip are designed to be as small as possible to reduce
cost and power consumption. It is beneficial to derive the buffer
space sufficient for both work-conserving and non-work-conserving
disciplines.

A. Buffer Size for Non-Work-Conserving Discipline

In this discipline, as mature real-time packets are forwarded
whenever possible, specially when there are no other mature packets
with closer deadlines, destination VCs are required to have enough
space to store received packets, mature packets being forwarded and
non-mature waiting packets. The following theorem proves that we
can derive sufficient virtual channel buffer sizes for flows at each
hop.

Theorem 6: Buffer size B̂f
h for each flow f at each hop h

computed as in equation (15) is sufficient to store all received, mature
and non-mature packets of the flow at anytime.

B̂f
h = d

bfh−1 + bfh
T f

e × Sf (15)

where Sf is the maximum packet size of flow f .
Proof: Suppose that k is the number of queueing packets of flow

f at some arbitrary point in time at hop h, and p1, . . . , pk form such
a set of packets. We will prove that k is upper bounded, and derive
that bound thereby proving the sufficient buffer size in equation (15).
As packet pk has to depart hop h − 1 after it has become mature,
therefore d

pk
h−1 ≥ m

pk
h−1. Combining with (6),

d
pk
h−1 ≥ m

pk
0 +

h−2∑
i=0

bfi + P0→h−1 (16)

From (5) and (16), we have:

a
pk
h ≥ m

pk
0 +

h−2∑
i=0

bfi + P0→h (17)

From the assumption, pk arrives and p1 has not departed, therefore:

Dp1
h ≥ a

pk
h (18)

From (8), (17) and (18):

mp1
0 +

h∑
i=0

bfi + P0→h ≥ m
pk
0 +

h−2∑
i=0

bfi + P0→h

⇔ bfh−1 + bfh ≥ m
pk
0 −mp1

0 (19)



As the minimum interval between packets at the source node of
flow f is T f and mp1

0 ,mp2
0 , . . . ,m

pk
0 are available times of the k

consecutive packets at the source of f , therefore m
pk
0 − mp1

0 ≥
(k − 1)× T f . Combining with (19), we have:

b
f
h−1

+b
f
h

Tf ≥ k − 1⇒

d
b
f
h−1

+b
f
h

Tf e ≥ k.

Since f cannot have more than d
b
f
h−1

+b
f
h

Tf e packets at a hop h,
the VC of flow f at hop h of buffer size B̂f

h , calculated using
the equation (15), will provide sufficient buffer space for the non-
conserving discipline to execute. �

B. Buffer Size for Work-Conserving Discipline

While the above buffer size is derived for a non-work-conserving
packet scheduling discipline, a work-conserving packet scheduling
would require more buffering mechanisms as non-mature packets
could be forwarded. We will prove that the same buffer size could
be used for the work-conserving discipline. However, it requires a
buffer credit mechanism often found in networks on-chip [5].

The buffer credit mechanism operates as follows. Routers maintain
counters of the numbers of free slots of VCs at their destination
routers. Whenever a sending router sends a flit, it decreases the
respective counter of the respective receiving VC. Whenever, a flit
is removed from the receiving VC, a credit is sent back to the
sending router and the router will increase the respective counter
of the receiving VC. The sending router will stop forwarding flits to
the receiving VC when the respective counter of that VC reaches 0,
indicating that the VC is full.

The following theorem will prove that the satisfiable buffer sizes
of the non-work-conserving packet scheduling combining with the
above buffer credit mechanism is sufficient for the work-conserving
discipline to operate.

Theorem 7: If the minimum buffer sizes for the work-conserving
EDF packet scheduling discipline are the same as in the non-work-
conserving case, the worst-case delays of packets of each flow at
each hop stay the same.
Proof: As the minimum VC buffer sizes are the same as in the non-
work-conserving case, only non-mature packets could be stalled by
the buffer credit mechanism, therefore the packet worst-case delays
stay the same. �

V. ROUTING COMPOSABILITY

Our packet scheduling discipline is well-suited for the application-
aware deadlock-free oblivious routing scheme proposed in [10].
However, our packet scheduling discipline increases routing freedom
because it does not require turn-restrictions to avoid deadlock as is
the case of best effort packet scheduling scheme presented in [10].
Improving routing freedom enhances the routing composability for
our packet scheduling scheme in the sense that real-time flows in a
system could be deployed gradually without causing routing problems
to later real-time flows due to turn-restrictions as is the best-effort
routing scheme in [10].

A. Deadlock-Free Routing

Theorem 8: Routing for real-time flows scheduled using either the
work-conserving or non-work-conserving discipline is deadlock free.
Proof : Theorem 4 proves that packets of real-time flows have
bounded latency, therefore, packets of real-time flows cannot par-
ticipate in any deadlocked cycle. �

Traffic pattern # VCs Flow utilization Routing time (ms)
Transpose 3 1/3 8.610
Shuffle 3 1/3 9.379
Bit reversal 3 1/3 8.692
Bit complement 4 1/4 4.210
Symmetric 4 1/4 4.152

TABLE II
ROUTING RESULTS

B. Heuristic Routing Scheme

We employ the heuristic routing scheme in [10] based on Dijkstra’s
weighted shortest path algorithm. We create a directed graph G =
(V,E) where V is the set of nodes composed of routers, and E is
the set of edges composed of links between routers. The weights
of edges in E are derived from the residual capacities of respective
links. Let ĉ(e) and c(e) be the current residual capacity and the
initial capacity of the link. The utilization uf

e of a flow f at link e

is computed as uf
e =

Cf
e

Tf . The weighting function w(e) is computed
as w(e) = 1

ĉ(e)−u
f
e

.
Real-time flows are gradually routed through the network by

running the Dijkstra’s algorithm on the graph G to select the path P
such that

∑
e∈P w(e) is smallest. ĉ(e)∀e ∈ P is updated after each

time a flow is routed.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Simulation Setup

We use a cycle-accurate network on-chip simulator to measure
packet delays of both work-conserving and non-work-conserving
disciplines and compare their average end-to-end packet delays. The
simulator is configured so that each flit of a packet takes one cycle to
reach its next hop. We use an 8×8 network where the buffer size in
number of flits for each VC of a flow at a hop is set as the sufficient
buffer size estimated in Section IV.

B. Routing Evaluation

We employ the simplified delay bound scheduling mechanism
in Section III-A5 to evaluate our routing strategy. For each traffic
pattern, we find the smallest number of VCs required at each input
of a router as well as maximum flow utilizations. We assume that
all real-time flows have the same utilization, which is the fraction
of time to send a packet of the maximum size of each flow and the
minimum interval between packets of the flow. Table II shows the
result of our routing evaluation. For the popular traffic patterns, the
requirement for the number of VCs at each input port for real-time
flows remains reasonable. The table also shows the running time for
the routing procedure for different traffic patterns on a 3.00GHz Intel
Xeon CPU. The small routing times exhibit high degree of routing
composability.

C. Work-Conserving and Non-Work-Conserving Disciplines Average
Delay Comparison

In this section, we make a comparison of the average packet delays
between the work-conserving and non-work-conserving scheduling
disciplines. To do the comparison, we use the optimal configurations
of flows and routers in each traffic pattern found in Table II. We
examine four scheduling disciplines:
• The non-work-conserving discipline in Section III-A.
• The standard work-conserving discipline in Section III-B.
• The augmented work-conserving discipline in Section III-C.
• A best-effort round-robin discipline.



Figure 4 shows the average delay reduction of the other disciplines
over the baseline non-work-conserving discipline by Zheng and
Shin [28]. From the figure, the standard work-conserving discipline
significantly reduces the average packet delays by more than 55% in
comparison with baseline non-work-conserving discipline. However,
the standard work-conserving discipline only results in better average
delays than the best-effort round-robin discipline in two out of five
traffic patterns. The performance of the best-effort round-robin disci-
pline is rather arbitrary. The augmented work-conserving discipline
performs best in all the cases. It drastically reduces the average packet
delays by more than 80%. It also has rather persistent performance
in all the five cases.
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Fig. 4. Average end-to-end packet delay reduction for different traffic patterns

D. Packet Delay Sample

Figure 5 shows samples of packet delays between two processing
elements PE58 and PE23 in an 8×8 transpose traffic pattern. We
examine the same four service disciplines as in the previous section.
In the figure, the non-work-conserving packet scheduling exhibits a
constant packet delay due to the jitter control mechanism. Whereas
standard work-conserving packet scheduling exhibits non-constant
packet delays, however, they are bounded by the packet delay in
the non-work-conserving scheduling scheme. The augmented work-
conserving packet scheduling also exhibits non-constant packet de-
lays but the variation is small and the packet delays are considerably
reduces. Best-effort scheme exhibits widely varied packet delays in
the same traffic conditions and routing scheme.

VII. RELATED WORK

Our work avoids the global scheduling problem of Æthereal [9] by
scheduling packets with local information, making it more flexible
than Æthereal. This comes at the price of more buffer space require-
ments and a reasonable communication overhead for jitter informa-
tion propagation. However, our scheduling scheme still guarantees
to have bounded buffer size, which could be difficult to estimate in
the work by Shi [23]. Our scheme is also more composable than the
scheme by Shi.

In this paper, we propose a work-conserving service discipline
extending existing non-work-conserving disciplines [16], [28]. This
extension reduces average packet delays by 80% in comparison with
the existing non-work-conserving discipline in popular traffic patterns
in an 8 × 8 network while retaining the same worst case delays of
packets. The main motivation of average packet delay reduction is
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Fig. 5. Packet delays of between PE58 and PE23 for work-conserving,
non-work-conserving, and best-effort packet scheduling policies

that real-time systems not only need to maintain their worst-case
delays, but also should run as fast as possible and go to sleep to
save energy if the next invocation is far enough in the future to save
energy. In addition, [16], [28] do not contain sufficient buffer size
estimation.

Several soft real-time service disciplines for networks on-chip have
been recently proposed [8], [19], [13]. QNoC [6] uses the same static
priority scheme as in Shi’s work, so it suffers from the composability
problem. SoCBUS [26] employs a circuit switch scheme where a
dedicated physical path is reserved for a flow. This approach is
restrictive as links could be under utilized, and it also presents
potential routing problems.

Zhang [27] summarizes service disciplines for internet packet
switch networks. However, they need to be adapted for networks
on chip due to restricted buffer space in networks on chip. There
are also several notable other approaches for quality of service in
packet-switched networks [22], [24], [14], [1], [15].

Qian et al. in [21] use network calculus to derive worst-case delay
bounds of best-effort packets, however, the delay bounds could be
conservative when several flows intersect each other. [18], [2], [12]
use queueing models to estimate packet delays. However, queueing
models often do not account for blocking effects in networks on chip.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have discussed composability and flexibility as
important design criteria for communication infrastructure in future
“dark silicon” real-time parallel computing systems. We also propose
an extension to the existing non-work-conserving EDF discipline
that results in a considerable average packet delay reduction. The
augmented EDF work-conserving discipline provides guaranteed ser-
vice while maintaining high consistent average performance. This
work could be extended in several directions. First, packets need to
arrive fully before being eligible for scheduling. This requirement
would result in larger packet delay bounds. Second, although our
sufficient buffer size estimations are close to the real lower buffer
size bounds, it is not tight. We could tighten the equation (18) by
carefully taking into account the case where packet pk is arriving,
packet p1 is departing. In this case, p1 has been transmitted partially
while a portion of pk has been sent.
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